Preparing the Cable

Once cables are in place, the cable must be matched up and taped together at 18-24” intervals to ensure cables will be able to be hung correctly.

Once that is complete then measure between 8’ to 9’ from the ends and put a ring cut (for a D closure) and approximately 6’ for a B enclosure.

Opening Cable

Open up the first 6 inches of the cable to expose the pull strings and pull both strings to one inch past the ring cut.

Remove shield and wraps surrounding loose tubes.

Unwrap fiber tubes and remove strength member leaving 3” to secure to hardware at the next step.
Secure the hardware

Install the ground to the 1” of cable jacket exposed during opening of the jacket.

Choose the best length of strength member hardware and install onto the cable securing with the ring clamp provided.

Using black tape wrap it around the grounding hardware and continue to wrap around the cable so that the hardware has something to grip when installing the rest of the hardware.